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The Codling Moth and Late Spraying in Oregon.
ONDERFIJL stories of the codling moth are told "where
rolls the Oregon." From the dealer in real estate and
S'J
J7(I1

from the optomist who depicts the advantages of his

particular region in the most glowing' terms, comes the
story of an apple grower's paradise where neither moth
nor rust doth corrupt. From the horticulturist, who by
the sweat of his brow has brought forth a bearing orchard only to
see the golden and crimson fruits of his labor become the noisome
habitations of disgusting caterpillars, comes lamentations like unto
those of the prophet Joel: "That which the palmer-worm bath left
hath the locust eaten; and that which the locust hath left hath the
canker-worm eaten; and that which the canker-worm hath left bath
the caterpillar eaten." Seen through the blue spectacles of his experience, nowhere else is the' codling moth so destructive as in his
own orchard or locality.
From the entomologist comes stories of the wonderful powers of
reproduction exhibited by an insect, which, in other apple growing
regions develops but one or two broods a year, yet, under the reviv-

ifying influence of an unknown something in our climatic, geographical or geological conditions. multiplies even unto the third
and fourth generation in a single season.

Is it not possible that there is a happy middle ground of truth
for all these stories? Is it not possible that we have all been mistaken? Is it not possible that even in the land of the real estate
dealer and the optomist an occasional codling moth may be found?

Is it not possible that other horticulturists in other regions have
likewise had equal cause with us to echo the lamentations of Joel?
Is it riot possible that even the entomologist has been mistaken and
that here as in less favored regions, the codling moth has refused to
be stampeded by the wonderful pxospects of new worlds to conquer
and still goes on the even tenor of its way producing but two broods
annually? Is it not time that we call a halt until the grounds on
which these claims have been made can he thoroughly reconnoitered,

that we may not be unduly elated by false hopes nor unduly

discouraged by imaginary difficulties?
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Are there Immune Regions?

It is undoubtedly true that there are small apple growing sections

scattered here and there throughout the entire Pacific Northwest
that are still free, or practically free, from the codling moth. But
does this necessarily imply that they are to remain free? Does it
necessarily imply that the climatic or other natural conditions are
such that the moth cannot thrive there? May not the present immunity be accounted for on other grounds? During the past six
years it has been my privilege to visit several of these favored sections and to note the conditions, both by observation and by conversation with resident fruit growers. Six or seven years ago Hood
River, probably the most famcus apple growing segion in the state,
'as said to be practica1ly free from this pest. Its presence in small
numbers was admitted but little damage had been done and little
fear was felt for the future. The cold evening breezes that come
down from the mountains were said to prevent the moths from depositing their eggs. Today the mist, from the spray pumps as it
floats over the orchards of that region demonstrates alike the pro-

gressive nature of the fruit growers. ard the error of their former
belief.

There are stil] scattered hear and there throughout the eastern
part of our state, communities that indulge in this same hope of
immunity frm the codling moth and for the same reason. It is
seriously to be doubted whether their expectations have a firmer
foundation of facts than existed at Hood River.
West of the Coast range of mountains there are other comm.unites
which also indulge in this same hope of immunity but for other reasons. There, it is not the cold breezes which. come down from the

mountainsthe breezes do not come that waybut the moisture,
the temperature, the. "salt" or some other unnown feature of the
ocean winds which kiss the orchards of 'those regions, that is supposed to carry death nd destrution to the codling moth and joy to
the hearts of.the apple grower.
During the last few days of August and the first of September,
1899, I took ahurried trip through portions of Coos County, Oregon;

for the special purpoe of demonstrating, 'to my own satisfaction,
the presence or absence of the 'codling moth and in case of its absence to investigate so far as the time' at my command permitted,
the conditions under which' this immunity existed.
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Leaving the railroad at Drain I went by wheel to Scottsburg, the
head of navigation on the Umpqua, a distance of some twentyfive
or thirty miles. Apple orchards along the route were visited and
in every one the codling moth was present. One grower, within .

few miles of Scottshur.g,told me that it had been in his orchard
about six or eight years. From Scottsburg to Gardiner, 1 went by
boat and no orchards were visited. indeed if ary exist they are

probably moth free since they are separated from each other by
considerable distances and completely shut off from intercourse
with the outside world except by boat. From Winchester, across
the bay from Gardiner, to Coos Bay, the road leads along 'the'beach
and no orchards are present. In the immediate vicinity of.Empire
and Marshfield, the principal cities of the Coo Bay region, and the
points at which the. moth would the most likely be introduced in
imported fruit, no orchards were seen. Across the bay from Marshfield I visited th orchards of Mr. Anton Wirth and Mr. McIntosh.
In neither of these orchards was there to be found any evidence of
the codling moth and Mr.Wirth informed me that it ha.d never been
seen there. The McIntosh orchard i an old one and showed eviL

dence of neglect, conditions favorable to the development of the
moth had it ever been introduced. Mr; \'Virth, who has been a
deputy fruit inspector of that region,'did not know of any codling
moth in that immediate vicinity but ad heard that it ispresent in
some orchards about th'e headwaters of Coos River, presumably
along the Roseburg and Coos' Bay stage route as that would correspond with the conditions .1. found on going out by way of the Myrtle
Point-Roeburg rOute From Marshfield to Myrtle Point, several

orchards were noted along theline of the railroad but none were
visited. rAt Myrtle Point I spent one day in examining'orc-hards
but found no wormy apples. Mr. T. F Perkins, a nurseryman of
Parkersburg, who has canvassed the county thoroughly each year
told me that the codling moth has appeared at a certain ranch on
the Fishtrap between Coquille and Myrtle Point, in the North Carolina settlement on the headwaters of the South Fork and in an orchard on Big Creek near Bridge P 0. Mr. A. H. Black, a merchant
who handles a large amount of fruit, reported that" wormy" apples
are very scarce, but that a few had been found in the fruit fromone
orchard near Myrtle Point and one near Norway. One of these orchards was visited later 'but no' codling moth could be found and
the owner assured me' that he had never seen a wormy apple in his
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orchard. Near Big Creek, about ten or twelve miles out from
Myrtle Point on the road to Roseburg, I was informed by two ladies

that the codling moth had been present in the orchards of that vicinity for several years past. "In cutting up a pan of apples they
usually found two or three wormy ones." No more orchards were
seen until the home of Mr. L. B. Feller was reached, seven or eight
mi1e farther out on the Roseburg road. Here I found the first
codling moth larv I had seen on the entire trip, and was told by
Mr. Feller that they had been present each season for the past three
or four years. From Mr. Feller's place, a ride of some sixteen
miles, during which no orchards were passed, took me to Camas.
Here wormy apples were to be found in every orchard, a condition
of affairs that proved to be true in the orchards between Camas and
Roseburg.

As a result of this trip I became convinced that at that time (1900)

the codling moth was not present, to any great extent at least, in
the Coos Bay region. 1 also became convinced that the present immunity can be accounted for on the ground of isolation rather than

that of peculiar cLimatic conditions, and that it. is not likely to be
permanent. Coos county is a beautiful region, broken, mountainous and timbered. its only connection with the outside world is
by boat, or by wagon roads over the mountains from Drain or Roseburg. The codling moth must of necessity be introduced by one or
more of these routes. As shown above, the absence of orchards in
the immediate vicinity of Empire and Marshfleld, render it unlikely that the moth could obtain a foothold even though repeatedly
introduced at these points in imported fruit. From Drain it has
advanced from orchard to orchard nearly to tide-water at Scottaburg where it has been checked by the absence of other orchards to
conquer. From R.oseburg it has spread along the Roseburg-Myrtle
Point route over the mountains to within ten or twelve miles of the
latter place and is reported in several orchards about there. It is
also reported in orchards about the headwaters of Coos river, having probably advanced from orchard to orchard along the wagon
road from Roseburg to Coos Bay as it has along the RoseburgMyrtle Point route.
It seems evident that the reason for the present immunity from
codling moth ravages in the orchards of the Coos Bay region is not
far to seek. On account of its geological conformation, the highways leading to this region mostly follow the windings of the streams
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in and out among the timber-covered mountains. The orchards,
mostly home orchards, are located here and there along the highways in little valleys or pockets between the mountains, often at
considerable distances apart. Each orchard, or little group of orchards, is therefore protected by a natural barrier of timber and
mountains, practically insurmountable to the codling moth unless
it be carried over or around it by human agencies.
I believe the idea that climatic conditions are responsible for
the absence of codling moth injury has been decidedly harmful. It
has carried with it the idea that no effort is necessary to keep the
orchards free from this, the greatest apple pest. I believe that by a
rigid system of orchard inspection put in operation a few years ago
along the highways leading from Roseburg to Myrtle Point and
Coos Bay, and a rigid quarantine of infested fruit, that it would
have been possible to e:xclude the codling moth from this entire
region for years to come. It is probably too late now Still there
are undoubtedly many isolated orchards in which it is not yetfound
and which can be kept free from its ravages for years by a little
effort. The utmost care should be taken to prevent its introduction
into such orchards either in infested fruit or in the packages in which
such fruit has been packed.
So far as the codling moth is concerned the Yaquina Bay region
is essentially the same as the Coos Bay region. The codling moth

has as yet caused no serious injury there; and the impression is
quite generally held thatconditions are such that it will not thrive.
That it is present, however is shown by the presence of wormy apples in the horticultural exhibit at the county fair held at Toledo
in the fall of 1901. There as elsewhere in the state, where the pest
has not as yet gained a firm foothold, it would seem far better for
the fruit growers themselves to establish a strict orchard inspection
and fruit quarantine in the attempt to check its spread rather than
to rely on the vain hope that ocean breezes will compass its destruction. Other localities have been buoyed up with the same
hope only to have it shattered with the passing of the years. In
the Oregon Agriculturist and Rural Northwest, Jan. 15, 1899, occurs the following quotation from the Pajoronian of Watsonville,
Calif.:

"The codling moth has not been kept out, for any great

length of time, of any of the districts where apples are produced for
general sale. Every new apple district is 'without the codling moth

territory.' We have talked that way about Pajaro valley; but the
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coWing moth has not kept away because of fogs or the fact that this
clistrict.is,wjthin ten miles of the coast. * * * It will not be
kept down by fogs and ten-miles-from-the-coast belts, alone. ctive and intelligent work is necessary to check the ravages of this

great' apple pest, the most serious foe of Pajaro valley's greatest
crop."
The mere fact that the codling moth is a serious pest in England,

on the continent of Europe from Mediterranip regions to the
northern, limits of apple growing in Siberia, in southern Africa, Aus-

tralia, New Zealand, Tasmania, China and most of the fruit growing regions of the United states and Canada, would indicate that
the slight variation in climatic conditions which occurs between
localities in this state' in which the codlin.g moth is a serious pest.
and those other localities only a few miles distant' in which it is yet
scarce or absent is not enough to account for its abseflce r scarcity.
Not More Destructive Here Than Elsewhere.

While I can9ot, therefore, concur in the optomistic belief that
any of the sections.of the state devoted to apple growing,are to re-

main permanently free from cod ling moth injury, neither can I
agree with the pessimistic statement sometimes heard that such
injury is much more serious here.than elsewhere..
mately accurate estimates of the. losses caused by any insect are
difficult to make. In 1897, Mr. H. B. Miller, Ex-President of the
State Board of Horticulture, stated that a very mqderate. estimate
of the los .in that year from scale, moth and scab was one hupded
and fifty thousand dollars. An editorial in the Oregon Agriculturist' and Rural Northwest, Dec. 15, 1898, states that 'The codling
noth i's about as interesting an insect to the freight manager,s of
Qregon railways as to the .fruit growers themselves. If it had iiot
been for the ravages of that insect t is probable, that the shipments
of apples from the state this season would have been increase4 by
at least a .thousand carloads."
Simpson* states that 50 .per cent of the apple crop of Idaho was
destroyed by the codling moth in 1900, the injury rarging.from 5
per cent in some well cared for orchards to 100 per cent in small
orchards and isolated trees.
1 have myself repeatedly observed individual trees, both in. Oregon a13,d Washington, on .hich it ws practically, impossible to find
'

'

'

Bul. 30 New Series, Division of ntomology U. S. Department of Agriculture.
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a wormiess apple although the trees were loaded with fruit. I have

not noticed, however, that the average annual loss is relatively
greater here than in Michigan. I believe it is not.
Eighty years ago Kollar wrote that in Germany more than half,
particularly of the choice fruit, was eaten into by the apple worm,

and Stainton, a celebrated English entomologist, stated * that
in 1868, in the vicinity of London it was scarcely possible to
find a singl fruit uninfested by the codling moth although there
was an abundant apple crop. Recent reports seem to indicate that
the injury is still as great in some parts of Europe as in America.

During the past half century the losses in this country from the
ravages of this pest have been enormous. Hardly a horticultural
report from any apple growing region is to be found that does not
mention its destructive work. In 1887, Forbes made careful observations that led to the conclusion that the annual loss in Illinois
from the codling moth is not less than $2,375,000one-half the val-

ue of the average apple crop of the state. In 1892, the loss in
Nebraska is said to have reached at least $2,000,000. Slingerland
estimates that in New York, with many growers employing modern
methods of fighting the insect, the average loss is fully one-third of

the total cropa loss of $2,500,000 worth of apples and $500,000
worth of pears. He also states that "conservative estimates put the
annual loss from its ravages, in all countries where it is noticeably
destructive a.nd but little is done to check it, at from 25 to 75 per
cent of the crop of apples, but with pears the loss is considerably
less,"

I do not intend to argue that the codling moth will become
equally destructive in all localities or that the degree of its
destructiveness is entirely independent of climatic condition. it
is known that the seriousness of its depredations varies both with
the locality and with the season. It is admitted that "temperature
is the great factor which controls the geograpical distribution of life,
and temperature is at the back of all those apparent living first causes
which control the abundance of a species in a given region, provided
we trace them far enough." I do wish to suggest, however, that in
the case of an insect that has exhibited such a wide range of adapt-

ability to varied climatic conditions as has the codling moth, that

it is not likely that anywhere within the limits of this state are
* See Am. Ent. Vol. 1. 1869.
-IBul. 1, State Ent. of Ill.

t Bul. 142, Cornell Univ. Expt. Sta. The best account of the insect eveT published.
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these conditions to be relied upon to prevent its development in
injurious numbers.
I believe that neither actual nor prospective fruit growers should

allow themselves to be in the least discouraged by reports of the
unusual destructiveness of this insect in the Pacific Northwest. Its
ravages are serious to be sure, but so they are in other apple growing centers. No doubt there are localities in which the codling
moth has been present but a comparatively short time, where the
injury has been excessive during one or perhaps several years. The
balance of nature has not been struck. The various enemies of the
moth are not yet doing their share in reducing its numbers. Such
conditions have occurred and do still occur elsewhere, seasons of
excessive loss alternating with seasons of comparatively little in
jury. I believe a candid examination of the facts should give hope
for the future.
Number of Broods in Oregon.

I feel somewhat more diffident about touching upon the story
told by entomologists regarding the number of annual broods of the
codling moth in the Pacific Northwest. Observations for the past
six years have led me to a different conclusion than that arrived at
by my associates. Washburn* states that there are at least four broods
in Oregon. Aldrich reports three broods in the section from Boise

to Weiser and about Lewiston and part of a fourth about Boise.
Simpson states that there are three broods about Boise and
the greater part of the Snake River valley. Parts of eastern Oregon

are similar to the sections of Idaho mentioned, and should the conclusions of Aldrich and Simpson prove to be correct, three broods
may likewise be expected in the eastern part of the state.

However, I have been entirely unable to find any evidence to
support Washburn's conclusions and I believe the others, likewise,
will eventually prove erroneous. In every instance, so far as I have

been able to determine, statements regarding third and fourth
broods are based on inferences and not on actual breeding records.

Washburn, judging from his published account, determined the
length of time required for the development of the first brood.
Having done this by a process of simple division, he showed "how
easily four broods can appear during our long warm_seasons."
*Bul 25, Or. Expt. Sta.
tBuI. 21, Idaho Expt. Sta.
XBuI. 50, New Series, Div. Ent. U.S. Dept. Agr.
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To make his ideas more easily understood he embodied them in
the following table:

Moths emerge from cocoons

A

B

C

0

E

June 1

June 20

Aug. 9

Aug. 28

Oct. 17

June 11

June 30

Aug. 19

June 21

July 10

Aug. 29

July 19

Aug. 7

Sept.28

Aug.28

Nov. 5 or Emerged
Oct.17 following ollowing
Spring
spring

Egg laying (when moths are about 10 days
old)

-.

Hatching of eggs (5-10 days)

Iife of larva in apple (4 weeks)

End of larvel and pupal stages in cocoon
(3 weeks) and emergence of moths

Aug. 9

i

Sept. 7

Oct. 21

Sept. 17

Nov. 6

Oct. 15

Dec. 4

I

Columns A, C and E are supposed to represent the broods which
might develop from moths that were assumed to have emerged June
1 and deposited eggs June 10. Columns B and D represent the
broods that should develop from moths that emerged June 20 and

deposited eggs June 30. So far as the latter columns are concerned it may be assumed that they are approximately correct except for the implied inference that at least a partial brood of moths
would appear Nov. 5. The data furnished do not support the
conclusion he draws from columns A, C and E that "the moth is at

least four brooded in Oregon." Moths are assumed to emerge June
1 and deposit eggs June 11, but on the same page the statement is
made that eggs were found (June 28) long before any wormy apples
were found." Further, according to his calculations the moths that
are to deposit eggs for the third brood of larvoe should issue about
the middle of October. There is no evidence, however, that he ever
bred any moths at this time, or even attempted to. I have made

the attempt and have as repeatedly failed. The first brood runs
through very nicely at Corvallis on Washburn's schedule B and the
second brood follows it very well until the larva aie fully grown
and have left the apples and spun up in their cocoons, but there
they remain.

Instead of transforming to moths that should deposit

eggs for a third brood of larv they persist in remaining as larvie
until the following spring. In other words, instead of four estimated broods I find only two actual broods.
I cannot be so certain regarding the number in eastern Oregon.
The Willamette Valley lies wholly within the Transitional faunal
zone. Parts of eastern Oregon, Washington and Idaho lie in the Up*5cc Bul. 20, Or. Exp. Sta.
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per Austral. It is possible that there as well as in southern Oregon
an additional brood may develop. So far as I can determine from
published accounts, however, the development of a third brood has
never been provedit is inferred from the presence of numerous larva
in fruit late in the fall and from band records both of which may be

misleading. Thus Forbes* was lead to suspect the presence of a
third brood in southern Illinois in 1886 from the unusual abundance of larva late in fall, but Le Baronf had bred but two broods
at Chicago and Riley had invariably found it double brooded at
St. Louis. A third brood has been reported in Kansas and in Nebraska and Gillette was for a time under the impression that it
also developed in Colorado, parts of which, together with Kansas
and Nebraska, lie in the Upper Austral zone, but in a recent letter
he writes me that there is not the least evidence of even a partial
third brood any where in the state. In California, Coquillett's
notes indicate that it is three brooded, but Koebele reports it as
two brooded as a rule in the Santa Cruz Mountains and that it will
1

not differ in its habits to any extent throughout California. Washburn's statement regarding the third and fourth broods at Corvallis

is without any foundation of facts; while those of Aldrich and
Simpson for Idaho seem to be based principally on band records
which may be misleading from the fact that the reati'e number of
larv found under the bands at different times may depend upon
whether the evening temperature some four or five weeks previously to the time the record was taken was favorable or not for active

egg laying by the moths, as well as upon the appearance of another brood of moths.

Cockerell § alone seems to have established

pretty conclusively the presence of a third brood in parts of New
Mexico, but since the moths of this brood began to appear as early
as August 21, it is possible that a wrong interpretation has been
placed upon the observed facts. So far as the evidence available at
present can be relied upon it would seem that the burden of proof
still lies with those who maintain the existence of a third brood.
One and two broods have been repeatedly bred in various parts of
the world. A third or fourth never has been bred, and I believe it
is at least doubtful whether it ever develops. If the number of
* Fifteenth Rept. State Entomologist. (l8&3-1853).
S

Third Rept. on 1nsets, Ill.

Am. Entomoloist, Vol. 11. (1S70).
Bul. 80, Div. Etit. U. S. Dept. Agri.
Bul. 22, Div. Ent. U. S. Dept. Agri.
f Bul. 25, N. Mex. Sta.
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broods is governed at all by faunal zones it would seem from the
evidence that one brood only is to be expected in the Boreal zone,
a partial or complete second brood in the Transition zone and a com-

plete second with a bare possibility of a third brood in the Upper
Austral.
Whether or not a third brood ever develops is of very little practical importance to fruit growers. Owing to irregularity of develop-

ment, the different broods so overlap that the insect can be found
in all stages during most of the time from July 1 to Sept. 15. The
facts remain that throughout this western country the larv are
very abundant late in the season and cause far more loss than all
other apple pests combined. There is thus a constant demand from
apple growers for information as to the habits of the insect, and
the best methods of reducing its ravages. It is the purpose of this
bulletin to supply this information and at the same time to record
my own observations and experiments.
Description and Life History.

\Vhen fully grown in fall, each larv usually leaves the fruit in
which it developed, seeks some secluded spot and spins about itself
a silken cocoon in which it passes the winter. Late in March, some
of these larv transform to pup from which the moths emerge

about the first of April, and from this date moths are continually
emerging until the first part of July.
The accompanying illustrations show the size and general charac-

teristics of the moths. They are really beautiful little creatures.
The abdomen and the hind wings, which are covered when the insect is at rest, are of a modest greyish brown color. The ground
color of the fore wings is similar, but is relieved by transverse,
wavy, alternating bands of grey and brown. Perhaps the most
characteristic marking is a large golden-bronze spot at the inner
hind angle of each front wing. I know of no other common insect
with this mark and no insect in which it is absent need be mistaken
for the codling moth. The males are further distinguished by a
narrow pencil of black hairs on the upper surface of the hind wing
and an elongated blackish spot on the under surface of each front
wing. Owing to its peculiar coloring which harmonizes well with

the color of the bark, and the habit of usually remaining quiet
during the daytime, it is rare indeed to find a fruit grower who is
acquainted with this beautiful but destructive little insect. Indeed,
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I find that commonly the most widely divergent ideas are held as
to its appearance, and unscrupulous persons, rely upon this widespread ignorance to advertise and sell "trap lanterns" and other
worthless devices for capturing the moths. Only a slight knowledge
of the appearance of the moth is needed to convince even the most

credulous that the masses of insects caught by such means rarely
contain a codling moth. Such a knowledge can readily be obtained by picking some wormy apples in July or August and placing
them in some closed receptacle. In the course of a few w-eeks the
moths will emerge. When once familiar with their appearance

one may detect them flitting about the trees at dark depositing
their eggs upon the fruit, and more rarely upon the foliage, and
may occasionally observe them during the daytime resting quietly
upon the leaves or bark. I have also rarely found them resting upon the ground.

It is usually stated that the moths appear in spring about the
time the apple trees are in bloom. Slingerland* sums up his own
observations as well as those previously published by other observ-

ers with the statement that "what little definite evidence there is
upon this point indicates that the majority of the moths do not
emerge until several days after the petals have fallen."
At Corvallis there seems to be no relation, whatever, between the
time at which the apple trees are in bloom and the dates on which
the moths emerge. In 1896, apple trees were in full bloom April 20
and most of the petals had fallen by May 1. Only a few moths
were reared that season but some of these emerged as late as the
middle of June. In 1898, the trees were beginning to blossom April
10 and the blossoms had mostly fallen by April 28. In a store-

room moths began to appear as early as April 10 and on June
16 two perfectly fresh specimens were captured in the orchard.
In 1899, moths began to appear in breeding cages April 10 and continued to emerge to July 1. April 21, the earliest apple trees were
just coming into blossom and the petals were not all off before May

Although the apple trees were in blossom nearly two weeks
later in 1899 than in 1898, the moths began to appear at practically
the same time (April 10-11) nd continued to emrge for nearly or
quite two months after the blossoms had fallen.
10.

A still more remarkable variation from the usual habits of the
insect as recorded from other localities, exists in the times at which
*Bul. 142, Cornell Univ. Expt Sta
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the moths deposit their eggs. The idea held until recently was
that the eggs are laid iii the calyx or blossom end of the fruit soon
after the blossoms fall. This idea was first shown to be erroneous by
the observations of Koebele in 1888. In September he found only
about one pear in twenty without eggs or young larv of the codling
moth. "As many as eleven eggs were found upon a single pear.
One was found on the stem, six on the pear surrounding the stem, two
on the upper half and the other two near the calyx." Since then
the fact that the eggs are not laid in the calyx but upon the exposed

surface of the fruit, has been verified by Washburn, Slingerland,
Card and others, and Card has also called attention to the fact that
they are sometimes deposited upon the leaves.

In New York, Slingerland found eggs upon the fruit the last
week in May (1896-97), a week or more after the blossoms had
fallen. Gillette states that in Iowa in 1889 no larv had hatched
until nearly a month after the blossoms were off. Allowing for an
existence of a week or ten days for the egg stage would bring the
date of oviposition from two to three weeks after the petals fell.
[n 1887, Card observed that while the petals were mostly off by May
10, the first eggs were not found until about three weeks later.
At Corvallis egg laying is delayed until a much later date. April
10, 11 and 12, 1898, moths were placed in breeding cages with fiesh
blossoms for the purpose of obtaining eggs. None were obtained,
however, and neither eggs nor larv were seen upon fruit out of
doors until July 1, when a single recently hatched larv was found
just beneath the skin of a \\Taxen apple. July 4, three more

were found, and on July 7, 97 of the 475 apples on the tree were
found to contain young Iarv. Allowing a maximum of ten days for
the egg stage bringe the date at which the very first eggs were deposited

at June 21, while egg laying evidently did not become general until
about June 28. As shown above the petals had fallen by April 28,
about two months before. In 1899, however, moths were placed in
breeding cages with fresh blossoms on April 21, 22, 25, 29, May 4,
5, 8, 9; and on May 11, ten eggs were deposited. At this time the
petals had been off the trees scarcely more than two weeks. How-

ever, no eggs or larv were obtained on fruit on the trees until
June 28 when numerous eggs and very young 1arv were found
on Ben Davis apples. In 1900 the blossoms were mostly off by
May 1. The first egg was seen June 11, another June 14 and the
BuL 22. Div. Int. U. S. Dept. Agr. (1890).
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first larve June 26. It appears from the above observations that
while the blossoms fell at various dates from April 28 to May
10, egg laying rarely begins before the middle of June and is net
general, much if any before June 25. This does not hold true for the
dryer and warmer parts of the state, nor is it necessarily true for the
entire Willamette Valley. In Southern Oregon and parts of Eastern Oregon egg laying certainly begins in May, and reports from

various parts of the Willamette Valley indicate that the date at
which the first larv begin to work in fruit at Corvallis is unusually late even for this section.
Effect of Evening Temperature on habits.

I have been somewhat at a loss for a satisfactory explanation of
this variation from the normal habits of the insect. Knowing that
the moths are most active just at dusk, I have attempted to account
for it on the ground that our evenings are unusually cool throughout May and the greater part of June. Corvallis lies directly opposite a gap in the Coast range of mountains which may account for
the fact that it is daily blessed with a cool sea breeze which rapidly
lowers the temperature after three or four o'clock in the afternoon.
It is possible that this low temperature may account for the delayed
oviposition. To bring out this point more clearly I have compiled
the following table showing the daily temperature at 8 P. M. from
May 1 to October 1, practically the entire period during which moths
are on the wing here, for the years 1898, 1899, 1900 and 1901. The
record for May and September, 1898, was not available.
Records of this character for only four years, and for one locality
only, do not prove anything. They may, however, be suggestive.
In this instance, if they show anything, it is that the moths do not

deposit eggs when the evening temperature falls much, if any,
below 60°, and that as the temperature raises above that point the
activity of the moths increase. I have never seen eggs of the codling moth out of doors here in May. A glance at the table will show
that very rarely indeed does the evening temperature reach 60° during that month. The average for the month is only 53°. Egg laying, as shown above, ordinarily begins about the middle of June and
becomes general towards the close. The average evening temper-

ature for June is just 60°, and rarely does it go above 65°. It is
also continued during the first part of July but since the emergence
of but few moths of the first brood is delayed until the latter part

THE COOLINO MOTH.

(Original.)

THE CODLIN6 MOTH.

Fig. a. The moth with wings folded and with wings expanded.
Enlarged l dia.
Fig. c. The white spot on the apple is intended to represent the
position and size of an egg.
Figs. dcl. The full grown larva resting on the surface of an apple.
Dorsal and lateral views. Both natural size.
Fig. i. Shows point of entrance of larva at side of growing apple.
Somewhat reduced.
Fig. j. A cocoon on the under surface of a piece of apple bark.
Cocoon has been torn open to show inclosed pupa. Enlarged 1 dia.
Fig. Ic. A clod of soil containing a pupa of the codling moth.
Position of pupa indicated by x. Reduced one-half.
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of July, and but few of the second brood emerge so soon, the temperature of the latter part of July need not he considered. A very
large proportion of the total injury done by the moth in the state

occurs during August and the first part of September, when the
average evening temperature is highest. During this time a considerable number of evenings occur with a temperature of 700_850.
Table Showing Daily Temperature at 8 P. M. from May I to October 1 for
the Years 1898, 1899, 1900 and 1901.
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The Egg.

The eggs of the codling moth are minute scale-like objects about
one-twentieth of an inch in diameter. They may be likened to a
very small trout scale glued to the surface of the ]eaf or fruit. Being so small and at the same time transparent, or with only a slight
yellowish tinge, they can be detected only with difficulty by those
unfamiliar with their appearance. When once familiar with them,
however, and every apple grower should become familiar with them,
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one can readily find them in this vicinity at any time from late in
June until at least Oct. 1, and probably later. So far as my observations go, they are found much more commonly upon the fruit
than upon the leaves, although undoubtedly when fruit is scarce
they may be more abundant upon the ]eaves. The white spot on
the apple, c, in the illustration is to represent the size and position
of an egg.

The duration of the egg stage probably depends somewhat upon
temperature. According to recorded observations, it may range

from four to ten days. A large number of eggs were deposited in
one of my breeding cages, Sept. 5, 1838. Sept. 10, the developing
larva could be plainly seen through the shells and most of them
emerged Sept. 12, seven days after the eggs were deposited. This
corresponds with Slingerland's observations in New York and is
undoubtedly, as he suggests, about the average duration of this
Several of the larv were seen to emerge from the egg. In
every instance they broke through the upper shell and entered the
fruit at some other point. Simpson, however, mentions instances
in which the 1arv had evidently eaten directly through the lower
surface of the shell into the fruit. If such a habit were general our
poison sprays would, of course, be valueless.
stage.

The Larv&.

When first hatched the young larv are scarcely more than onesixteenth in\ch long, semi-transparent or whitish in color and marked with little black spots each of which bears a minute hair. The
head, and the thoracic and anal shields are black.
True to the instinct of self preservation, the young larvae attempt
to get under some protecting cover as soon as possible. Crawling
here and there over the surface of the fruit, they seek some secluded
spot where they may be hidden from their numerous enemies. This
undoubtedly accounts for the fact that a large proportion of them
enter the fruit at the blossom end, at the point of contact of two ap-

ples, or where a leaf rests upon a fruit. Failing to find such a
sheltered spot, the young larva spins a web of a few silken threads
on the surface of the fruit, evidently to give a firmer foot-hold, and
immediately attemps to bite through the skin. One that I observed
succeeded only after several ineffectual attempts, and while making
these attempts and in burrowing into the fruit, as much haste was
exhibited as a soldier under fire would probably exhibit in con-
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structing a rifle pit. In a little more than an hour it had excavated
more than its full length into the fruit, enlarged the cavity so that
it could turn about in it and spun a silken protecting web across
the entrance. The reason is evident why the codling moth in its

larval stage within the fruit is subject to the attacks of so few
enemies.

Once beneath the skin or within the protecting folds of the calyx,

the young larva may feed for several days near the surface, or it
may proceed at once towards its objective point, the core, where it
feeds upon the seeds and excavates irregular cavities which are filled
with masses of filthy droppings matted together with silken threads.
(See Fig. g). Its presence in the fruit can soon be detedted by the
presence of the familiar frass which is crowded from the burrow and

remains matted about the entrance probably as a further barrier to
the entrance of enemies. See Figs e and i. As it increases in size,

the head and the thoracic and anal shields turn from black to
brown and the body acquires a pinkish tinge. See Figs. d. d.
Some days before it stops feeding the larva eats an exit passage
to the surface of the fruit but takes the precaution to close the opening with a protecting pellet of frass and silken threads. When full
grown it pushes this pellet aside and leaves the fruit.
The length of time required for the larva of the first brood to become full grown varies greatly. Some accounts give a period of
only 10-14 days; others as much as thirty three-days. As stated

above, in 1898; the first larva was found in fruit July 1, and not
until July 7 could any considerable number be found. The latter were
very small, certainly not over four or five days old. They

were placed in breeding cages and July 19, the first one left the
fruit and began to spin its cocoon. The others continued to emerge
until July 26. This gives in this particular instance a larval period
in the fruit of 16-24 days.
The Pupa.

The summer and most fall varieties of apples ripen and
prematurely when attacked by codling moth. Winter varieties
exhibit no such tendencies. Whenever an apple containing a larva
falls to the ground, the larva usually leaves it at once and seeks
some hidden place in which to spin its cocoon. Only very rarely
is it spun within the fruit. A very large proportion of the larve
leave the fruit while it. is still upon the tree, unless a heavy wind
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or other agency causes it to fall unusually early, either letting
themselves to the ground by silken threads or crawling from the
fruit to the twigs and thence downward along the hranchs until a suitable place is found in which to pupate. The old neglected orchard

is the delight of the codling moth. Amongst the rubbish on the
ground and in the fence corners, and under the loose scaly bark of
its moss covered limbs, are numerous choice spots in which it can
l)Lss through its wonderful transformations securely hidden from
all foes. Many larv of the second generation are yet in the fruit
where it is gathered and are carried with it into the storerooms.
There they too find suitable place in which to pupate in cracks and
crevices about the room and the packages in which the fruit is
stored. In fact when such storerooms are in proximity to orchards

they form a prolific source of infection in spring unless some
method is employed to prevent the escape of the moths. It is also
certain that the principal means by which the insect is introduced

into new regions is in the packages in which infested apples or
pears have been packed.
It would be interesting, and perhaps profitable, to know where all

the larva spin their cocoons in well cared for orchards of smooth
young trees. Four or five years ago, Mr. H. B. Miller, a successful
orchardist of Grants Pass, suggested to me that many of them must

pupate in the soil. Mr. Miller based his suggestions on the fact
that very few cocoons indeed could be found on his trees; and that
he believed he had obtained good results in lessening the amount of
codling moth injury in his orchard by frequent cultivation. In

1898, at least 75 per cent of the Ben Davis apples in a certain
orchard near Corvallis were rendered unniarketable by codling moth
injuries. In fact the crop was not gathered. Hundreds of wormy
apples lay on the ground under every tree. Late in the fall I eamined six of these trees carefully. They were not old. The bark was
smooth and healthy except for an occasional spot of apple tree anthracnose. On the six trees I found less than a half dozen cocoons.
Most of these were in a piece of cloth that had been left in a crotch;

only two or three were found on the trees proper and these were
about old anthracnose scars. I was convinced that most of the
larv must be secreted under clods and other objects on the ground
or about the crowns of various plants; hut together whh an assist-

ant, I spent several hours in searching for them without finding a
single one. Neither have I ever found any in such places in wel'
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cultivated orchards. Nevertheless I believe that in well cared for
orchards of clean smooth trees, the larv do spin their cocoons under clods or any other objects that may lie upon the surface of the
soil; and that frequent cultivation may thus be of value by destroying them or exposing them to their enemies. Aug. 15, 1900, I found

one larva in its cocoon, two live pup and a number of empty
pup cases in small cracks in the uncultivated soil under an apple
tree. Fig. k shows a cocoon in a.cell in a clod. The bark on this
tree was rough and scaly and considerable rubbish lay on the
ground under it. There were thus many normal places in which
the larve could have spun their cocoons; that they chose to do so
in the ground would seem to indicate that the habit is riot unusual.
Cooke states that the cocoons are often found from one to six inches

beneath the surface of the soil about the trunk and larger roots.
Simpson states that many are placed in cracks in the ground and
that a Mr. McPherson reports having found many among the clods
of earth in the orchard. Undoubtedly the larv2e prefer to pupate
under scales of bark on the trunk and larger limbs or in other dry

secluded places above the groundin breeding cages they almost
invariably go to the top but it seems evident that under certain
circumstances they may pupate on or beneath the surface of the
soil, and that clean smooth trees and clean culture are valuable
aids in the warfare against this pest.
Having found a suitable place, whether it be on trunk or branch,
in barrel, box or storeroom or under a clod, the larva hollows out
a little oval cavity with its jaws and proceeds to envelope itself in
a thin tough cocoon of silken threads intermingled with particles of
the surrounding substance. Fig. h. shows a larva in a winter cocoon, on the under surface of a piece of bark. If the cocoon is formed

by a larva of the first brood, in July or early August, in two or
three days it will undergo a wonderful transformationa complete
change of form. It is then a pupa. A larva of the second brood
remains as a larva within its cocoon until the following spring
when it too transforms to a pupa. A pupa somewhat enlarged is
shown in Fig. j. Whether the change to the pupa occurs in a few
days as in the f1rst brood or is delayed until spring as in the second,

the insect remains in the pupal stage only two or three weeks.
Then, by wriggling movements, aided by the spines on the back of
'njuriotis Insects of the Jrchard and Vineyard, p. 102
nt. U. S. Dept. Air.
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each segment, the pu5a works its way out of its cocoon and is born
again. It is then a most beautiful object--the moth. In breeding
cages, moths of the first brood emerged Aug. 3, from cocoons that
were spun July 19, and in which the larv pupated July 21. Moths
of the second brood, which had developed from eggs deposited Sept.
5, and hatched Sept 12, emerged May 29.
To show more clearly the times at which the moths appear I have
compiled the following table from breeding cage records for 189899. Beginning July 7, '98, when the first wormy apples were found,
infested fruit was gathered from time to time throughout the season

and placed in cages. The same process was followed in 1899;
Careful record of the dates of appearance of the moths was kept
throughout the fall of 1898. In 1899, during my absence the records were efficiently kept by Mr. W. J. Gilstrap, a student assistant,
until Sept. 7, when he resigned. However, on Sept. 2, he observed
that many moths of the second generation had not emerged. It is,
therefore, proba-ble that they would have continued to emerge at
least until Sept. 15, as in 1898.
Table Showing Dates of Appearance of Moths in 18989c.
1899.

1898.

Date.

No. of
Moths.

Aug. 3

.5

5

2

6

1

ITt

6

14

4
8

19

Absent until

Sept.

8

44
3
2

34

2

3

5

nate.
I

April10
I!May

21
22
29
3
5

No. of
Moths.
I
4
1
1
1

2

S
........9
9

No of

Date.
May 25
25

Moths.
I

3
3

27--------5
June

29

3

31

1

1

4
4

5

13
15
16

4

27........10
29

6

30

18

2
4
4

July 24

1
1

25

1

4

6

2

19
22

3

3

Aug.

Date -

Aug. 5.

No. of
Moths.
.3

4
8

1

9
12
15

5
2

18--------3
19
1

6
28........2
31
2
24

.ept.4

2

7

3

6.

1

'The moths recorded July 24-25 were captured in storeroonis and slay be eutra late individuals of the first brood or early ones of the secondprobably the latter.

Natural Enemies.

As a moth, flying only at night; as a larva, living in a citadel
both entrances to which are barricaded; or as larva and pupa, hidden securely away in the most secluded spots 971(1 rendered almost
invisable by the protective coloring of its cocoons; it would seem
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that the codling moth should be safe from all foes. Nevertheless the
mortality is great in each of its various stages.
I have observed many shrivelled eggs that did not hatch. The
same condition has been noted by others, notably Koebele,* Wash-

burn and Simpson. Washburn states that "the moth lays many
eggs but apparently only a certain proportiqn of them develop."
He thus conveys the impression that the mortality is due to lack
of fertilization. Simpson attributes it to climatic conditions. Both
may he right. I have noticed that in breeding cages protected from
the sun nearly every egg hatches. In California and in the east,
minute parasitic insect lives in and destroys a few of the eggs. It
is probably present in Oregon but I have as yet not detected it.
In Utah a wasp is reported to collect the larv and store them in

its burrows, while the fruit in a neighboring orchard was almost
free from injury. In California, another wasp is said to pull the
larvte from the apples; while in Indiana the same good office is
performed by the downy woodpecker. It is not at all uncommon
at Corvallis to find a considerable percentage of the larve dead in
the fruit; some killed by a fungous disease; others evidently by a
bacterium.

After leaving the fruit, and while seeking a place in which to
pupate the larve are subject to the attacks of numerous predaceous
and parasitic insects and many birds, which also continue to prey
upon them both as larvs and pupre after they are hidden away in
there cocoons.

Even the moths are captured, while on the wing, by bats and
probably many Ial1 a prey to birds, both while at rest during the
day and while on the wing at night. At least fifteen species of insects,

one hair-snake, a fungous disease, a bacterial disease and many
species of birds are known to prey upon thc codling moth during
some stage of its existance, and yet it ranks as the most destructive
apple pest.
The idea of controlling crop pests by their natural enemies is a popular one; and there are not lacking, enthusiasts who advocate, with
little reason, the introduction of this or that particular enenty, or
the artificial culture and use of one already present, as a cheap and
efficient method of controlling the codling moth.
In July, 1898, nearly 80 per cent of the larv infesting the Waxen
* But. 22 Div. Eiat. U. S. Dept. Agr.

Bu1. 25 Or. Expt. 5t.
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apples on a certain tree were killed by disease. Two distinct types
of disease were noticeable; one a fungus which produced a solid or
mummified condition of the Iarv; the other evidently a bacterium
which induced decay. I was, at first, impressed with the belief that
organiQnls which naturally produced such a great mortality among
the 1arv of the codling moth might be successfully used in orchard

practice; but when early in August, the mortality diminished to
about 5 per cent or less, while the larv were much more abundant,
and there was thus more opportunity for the spread of the contagion,
I abandoned the idea. It was only too evident that the organisms
were too dependent upon favorable condit.ions for their development,

to be reliable agents in insect warfare. Spraying the trees with
cultures of these diseases might give good results under certain circumstances; but the results, being so dependent upon conditions,
would be uncertain and the practice therefore unsafe. In all economic work with diseases of insects, two conditions have been found

essential to success; the climatic conditions must be favorable for
the development of the disease and the insect must be gregarious.
The first condition cannot be controlled; the second does not exist

in this particular instance, the larvae being not only solitary in
their habits but deeply buried in the fruit. I, therefore, do not believe the use of disease germs in controlling codling moth oan be
made practical.
I fully agree.with Slingerland* that "the most efficient aids to man
* * Any one who
in controlling the codling moth are birds.
tries to collect the apple-worm on the trunks of trees in early spring,
will be surprised to find how many empty cocoons there will be.
Usually, however, a tell-tale hole through the bark into the cocoon
explains the absence of its occupant. Our observations lead us to

agree with Riley and Walsh that 'almost all the cocoons of the
moth that have been constructed in the autumn on the trunks and
*
limbs of apple trees, are gutted before the spring opens.'
One finds such an astonishingly large number of empty cocoons
that it would seem as though the birds must get the larger proportion of the worms which go into hibernation in the fall." Probably
the flickers and nuthatches should be givel1 first rank as codling
moth destroyers, but they are ably seconded by jays, chickadees,
wrens, sparrows, swallows, titmice, kinglets and bluebirds.
Notwithstanding this splendid array of feathered friends of the
Bul. 142 cornell uxpt. Sta.
- -
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TIlE CODLJN6 MOTH.

(Original)

'FIlE CODLING MOTH.

Fig. b. Moth resting on apple. Reduced One-half.
Fig. e. Wormy apple showing familiar mass of frass at calyx end.
Reduced one-half.
Fig. f. Mature apple showing spot where a second brood larva
had entered at the side. Reduced one-half.
Fig. g.

Interior of wormy apple showing point of entrance at

calyx, channel to the core, excavation about the core, exit passage,
in which is the larva, leading to the surface of the fruit where it is

closed with a plug of frass and silken threads. Reduced to onethird natural size,
Fig. h. Winter quarlers disturbed. A winter cocoon on the under

surface of a piece of apple hark has heen torn open to sh' the
inclosed hibernating larva.

Enlarged 1 dia.
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orehardists, there has been considerable agitation, in this and
neighboring states, in favor of importing the Kohlmeise, Parns major,

from Germany. It is even reported that the last legislature of
Utah appropriated $500 to be expended in making such an importation. The advocates of such an experiment claim that the
Kohimeise is the natural enemy of the codling moth, that in Germany it keeps the moth in subjection, and that if imported to this
country it would probably be as effective here.
I believe such an importation would be a dangerous and an unnecessary experiment; unnecessary because we have already in this
state three native species of birds which belong to the same genus
as the Kohimeise, and which, in all probability, have very similar
habits, viz, The Oregon Chickadee, Parus airiczppillus occidenlalis,
the Mountain chickadee P. gambeli, and the Chestnut-backed chickadee, P. rufescens; dangerous because it is always uncertain what
changes in habits may occur when an animal1 be it ever so harmless in its native habitat, is introduced to new conditions. In
support of this statement it is only necessary to call attention to the

introduction of the English sparrow into the United States, the
mougoose into Jamaica, the European rabbit into Australia. and
the starling into New Zealand. Those interested in the subject are
referred to an article by Dr. T. S. Pa1mer on "The Danger of Introducing Noxious Animals and Birds:"
Regarding the Kohlmeise, Dr. Palmer writes as follows:
" Kohlmeise' is the German name of the great titmouse of Europe

(Parus major), and this designation is used to some extent in the
United States. The Kohlnieise is common over the whole of Europe
*
' The
as far north as the Arctic circle and also in Siberia.
Kohlmeise has recently attracted attention on account of its alleged
value as a destroyer of the codling moth (Carpocajisa pomonella),

particularly in Germany, where it is reported to protect apple
trees in large measure from the attacks of this destructive insect.
But although several German authors regard it as a most useful
species, there seems to be no satisfactory evidence that it is partial

to the codling moth, or in fact that it ever feeds on the moth to
any great extent. In Great Britain where the Kohimeise is also a
resident and generally distributed, its presence has not been suffident to exterminate the codling moth or even to hold this pest in
check. On the other hand, it is said to attack small and weakly
Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., ]8.9S.
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birds, splitting open their skulls with its beak to get at the brains,
and doing more or less damage to fruit, particularly pears. One
English observer reported that all the pears in his garden had to be
enclosed in muslin bags to protect them from the birds which would
otherwise eat a considerable part of the fruit before it was ripe.
Another reported that the great titmouse spoiled most of a limited
crop of apples, and then began on the pears, boring a small hole
near the stem, and passing from one pear to another until every
one Of forty or fifty trees had been damaged. It also attacked figs,
scooping them out before they were ripe." In this country the
Kohimeise might not develop the undesirable traits it has exhibited
in England; but its character is not above suspicion. Far better
to expend our energies in protecting and fostering the birds we have,
than in introducing one that might itself become a pest. Well cul-

tivated and well pruned orchards, free from weeds and seeds and

underbrush, are not attractive places to birds, and it is at least
doubtful whether the Kohimeise would remain in them. In Germany, where it is said to do the most good, there are practically
no commercial orchards.

I believe there is little prospect that any practical

benefit.

will come from the introduction of foreign enemies of the codling
moth, or from attempts tO increase the usefulness of those already
present. The "strenuous life" of the fruit grower alone will pro
tect his fruit. He must be persistent in the use of the best known
remedies. The most successful orchardists of the state now rely
almost wholly upon spraying.
The Codling Moth and Late Spraying.

The fundamental fact that must be considered by those who aim
to contrOl the codling moth. by spraying, is that in this western
country the larv are very abundant late in the season. In the
Willamette Valley, and I believe the same is true in the other apple growing regions of the state, the greatest loss from codling moth
injury occurs after Aug. 1. This fact necessitates a radical departurO from the practice which has given such satisfactory results in
the east.
Since Cook' first dmonetrated the value of the arsenical sprays as

a preventive of codling moth injury to apples, early spraying has
been the almost universal practice, alike of the fruit grower and the
SAm. Ent@mologist, Vol. 8, 1880.
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"Apply early, just after the blossoms fall," wrote
Cook; and the advice has been echoedand followedever since.
The test of years has only served to demonstrate its value. It has
been worth millions of dollars to apple growers all over the land.
Professor Cook found this one application so effective that he
doubted whether it would be best or necessary to make another.
entomologist.

Subsequent experience did not fully sustain iis expectations.
Forbes as a result of a very carefully conducted series of experiments covering two seasons, during the first of which certain trees
were sprayed eight times, arrived at the conclusion that seventy per
cent of the loss commonly caused by the codling moth may be prevented by spraying with Paris green once or twice in early spring as
soon as the fruit is set and before it turns downward on the stems but
that"certainly no appreciable effect was produced by spraying during
the life of the second brood." Goff t obtained practically the same
result. Munson as a result of some careful work noted..thatalarge
proportion of fruits infested had been attacked by the second brood

but concluded that to spray forthis brood is hardly prac.ticable.
Lodeman states that it is not advisable,to apply Paris green more
than twice inaseason unless the rainfall is very heavy or Qontinuous. Practically the same conclusion hs been arrived at by all
experimenters in the eastern United States. The subject has been
finally ,summarized by Slingerland who concluded that if no rains
occur between the time of the application and the closing of the
calyx lobes, one spraying juat after the blossoms fall is just
as effective as half a dozen later applications.
These conclusions, arrived at as the result of years of observation,
and the successful experience of niany men are not supported by
results obtained in this state. Early spraying alone will not save
the fruit. It is not only practicable but necessary to fight tb
second brood. Persondily, I am of the opinion that the early applications, soop afer the petals fall, are of very little value in the
Willamette Valley. Hre the blossoms usually fall not laterthan May
10. If the application is to be made before the calyx lobes close,

spraying must not be. delayed more than a few days after this
enter the fruit at Corvallis rarely before June
I have a yet had no aa1ysis made, but in view of our usually

date. The first larv
25.

a Fifteenth Rept. Ill. State Ent. 1885-6.
f Pourth Rept. N. V. Agr. Expt. Sta., 1885.
Rept. Maine Expt. Sta., 1891.
Bul. 60, Cornell uxpt. Sta.
Bul. 142, Cornell Expt. Sta.
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large rainfall after the petals drop, I am strongly of the opinion
that by the time the first larv are ready to enter the fruit practically none of the poison of these early sprays remain either in
the calyx cup or elsewhere upon the fruit. Nevertheless, contrary
to eastern experience though it may be, good results are obtained
by the use of the spray pump, by keeping everlastingly at it. To
quote from Mr. Smith's article on spraying, in the appendix, "By
this sign we conquer." In warmer and dryer portions of the state
where the larve begin to appear sooner the early applications
are undoubtedly of great value. Even in the Willamette Valley
it is not best to omit them until their value has been further tested.
The comparative value of the different applications can best be
shown by reference to the following table which records the result of
experimental spraying in the college orchard in 1898. Five rows
containing 134 trees were selected for the experiment. Of these 50
failed to produce fruit, or were early varieties of which no records
were kept, since the particular end in view was to test the effect of
a late application on larva of the second brood. There were thus

included in the experiment 84 trees of fall and winter varieties.
These trees with certain exceptions were sprayed four times with
Bordeaux mixture to which one pound of Paris green was added to
each 200 gallons The applications were made May 13, June 11,
June 25, and Aug. 11, and at each application certain trees were
omitted. In the column marked "No. of Applications" the figures

opposite any particular tree indicate which of the sprayings that
tree received. Thus, 1 stands for the first application, May 13; 2
for the second, June 11, etc. In like manner, 1, 2, 3, 4 indicates
that the tree received all four applications; 2, 3, that it received
only the second and third. At the time the first application was
made the condition of the calyx was noted for each variety and this
is recorded in the column marked "Condition of Ca]yx," as open
or closed.

Immediately after the third application I, personally,

counted the apples on each tree, and again July 20 went over them
and counted all that showed indications of being infested by 1arve
of the first brood. When the fruit was gathered it was carefully

examined, the apples that showed the least indication of injury
counted, and the percentage of wormy to sound fruit estimated.
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Table Showing Relative Effects of Early and Late Spraying in 1898. -ConciLided.
0

-5

no

VARIETY

00

do
Pryor's Red

Open 1,2,3, 4
1,2,3,4
0

Mann

Early Strawberry
York Imperial
Twenty Ounce
Ortley
Taylor's Red
I.ongfellow.
Maiden's Slush
"
Saint Lawrence

2, 3, 4

losed 1, 2,3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

'

"

1, 2,3, 4

1, 2, 3, 4

12,3,4

Open 1, 2, 3, 4
1,2
'

Closed
"
'

0

2,3

2, 3, 4

500
750
800
175
210
175
560
541

75
200
80
620
125
100
450

2.
0.

1

Ii

9
6

20

2.5

87

2

1.
.5

6

1
1

2
2
0
0
0
1

0
1

0

1

3

.5

33

3

16

4.
0.
0.
0.
.2
0.
.7
0.

2.
8.

448

09
77
97

23.-I-

3.

98.5
92.5
97.5

1.5

7.5
2.5

4r5.6.

12

2
106
76

.57

15

95
04

97.5

2.5

16.+
140.

38.

3.+

.

84
40
62
97

From the above table several interesting facts may be deduced.
Of the 29,958 apples produced on the 84 trees less than one

(.6--) per cent was wormy July 20, and but little more than five
per cent was infested when the fruit was gathered. The injury
varied from nothing on certain sprayed trees to60 per cent on one
not sprayed.
The five check trees which were not sprayed produed 2,413
apples of which 23 per cent were wormy.

Two trees received only the first and second applications.
They produced 785 apples of which 20 per cent were injured by the
apple worm.
One tree received the second and the third applications, the
first and the fourth being omitted. This tree produced 150 apples
of which 38 per cent were infested.
FEom seven trees only the first spraying was omitted. On
these trees less than 5 per cent of t.he 2,405 apples produced were
wormy.

Sixty nine trees received all four applications, and but
slightly more than 3 per cent of the 16,820 apples produced were
wormy.

Perhaps the most striking fact brought out, and the one that
probably explains the poor results from the early applications, is
th extremely small, percentage of injury that had occurred up to
July 20. On only one .tree di4 it amount to as much as 4 per cent.
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Even on the trees not sprayed, the average loss up to that time,
was less than 2 per cent.
(8) The results of the one season's experiments indicate that the

first application was valueless, that the second and possibly the
third were nearly so, and that the fourth was the important One.
That 1te applications are important have been verified by our later
experience and by the results obtained by fruit growers; but the in-

efficiency of the early applications should not be considered as
proved, even for the Willamette Valley without further evidence,
although the results obtained taken in connection with the fact
that the larv do not begin to infest the fruit much before July 1,
at least indicate their lack of value for this locality. In dryer and
warmer parts of the state, where the fruit is attacked earlier, the
first applications are of undoubted value.
The results of the season's work indicate very clearly the great
ialue of the fourth application. Nevertheless, the experiments were
not entirely satisfactory. The college orchard, being an experimental one, contains a large number of varieties of but two or three
trees each. While this was perhaps of value in showing the comparative effect of the sprays on the different varieties, it made it itopossible to obtain a suffiéient number of trees of the same variety
on which to test the relative value of the different applications under like conditions. It was also unfortunate that some of the trees

selected as checks failed to set fruit. Thus it is that the results
from making the first and second applications, only, were obtained
on but two trees, and those from the second and third applications,
only, were obtained on but one. The value of these early applications therefore cannot be considered as satisfactorily proved or disproved.

In the spring of 1899, an attempt was made to repeat the experiments under more favorable conditions, by entering into an arrangement for c&iperative work in the orchard of Mr. Thos. Whitehorn.
The orchard is conveniently located and consists principally of but
two varieties of apples, the Newtown Pippin and the Ben Davis. The

apple crop for this season being an almost entire failure, similar
arrangements were made for the season of 1900 for cooperative work

in Mr. Whitehorn's orchard and in a small orchard of Baidwins
controlled by Mr. B. F. Irvine. These orchards were each sprayed

four times, for codling moth, with Bordeaux mixture and Paris
green.

The first application was made May 7-14; the second June
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22-27; the third July 26-28; the fourth Aug. 31--Sept. 1. In addition, the Ben Davis trees which had been sprayed June 23, were resprayed June 27, on account of a heavy shower having fallen on
June 24.
In each of these orchards certain rows or trees were left untreated
at each spraying that we might again test the comparative value of
the different applications. Owing to an oversight, however, notes

on the amount of injury were not taken until the fruit had been
gathered, when it was found impossible to satisfactorily separate
the various lots according to the applications they had received
While it was, therefore, impossible to compare the value of the different syrayings, the results are not without value since they give
added proof of the value of spraying in general. Although they

obtained an additional spraying on June 27, the poorest results
were obtained with the Ben Davis of which approximately 30 per
cent were wormy. The Newtown Pippins, standing beside them in
the same orchard, were almost entirely free from codling moth injurynot over two per cent being infested. In the Baldwin orchard
the injury did not exceed one or two per cent. In fact, Mr. Irvine
reported that "in several hundred bushels less than half a dozen
apples affected with worm were found. On a few trees, a few rods
distant from the others, which were not sprayed the fruit was so
wormy that it was unfit to use. None of it was gathered."
It should be remembered that the above work was experimental.
Its object was to test the value of late applications of arsenicals for
the codling moth and incidentally to determine the least number
of applications that would give satisfactory resnits. Although we
obtained good results by spraying only four times, orchardists gen-

erally will undoubtedly get better results by making five or six
applications. The habits of the moth vary with the year and with
the locality to such an extent that it is impossible to give definite
instructions as to when these applications should be made. For the
present or until futher experiments shall have proved its efficiency
or inefficiency we shall continue to advise that the first application
be made within a week after the petals fall and before the.calyx lobes
close.

Each grower must determine for himself when the other

application must be made. The idea should be to keep the fruit
thoroughly coated with poison from the time the very JirL eggs can
be detected on the apple in spring until the middle of September

Every worm that gets into the calyx or through the skin of the

Spraying by Uasoline Power in Orchard of OlwelI Bros., Central Point, Oregon.
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apple before the poison is applied is beyond its reach and the
chances are that it will pass through its transformations and multiply fifty or a hundred fold in the next generation. Every apple
grower, then, should learn to recognize the eggs Qf the codling moth
and should start his spray pump as soon as they are detected. If

he will not take the trouble to become acquainted with them the
pump should be started at the earliest possible moment after the
first indications of the presence of the worm in the fruit can be detected, and thereafter the orchard should be sprayed every two or
three weeks during the season. In case a heavy shower follows any
application the orchard should he at once resprayed. By a thorough
study of the habits of the moth in his locality one can 1-earn to
vary the length of the periods between the different applications so

that the fruit will be most thoroughly coated with poison at the
times that egg laying is most active. Thus at Corvallis, I have
found that for the first brood this is between June 20-25 and July
10-15, and for the second brood from about Aug. 10 to Sept. 15.

We

shall, therefore, in the future, take particular pains to keep the fruit
thoroughly covered during these two periods.
The methods of successful spraying are so well described in the

two articles in the appendixone by Hon. E. L. Smith, a suc
cessful fruit grower and President of the State Board of Horticulture, the other by Hon. John D. Olwell, one of the most extensive
and successful apple growers in the state, and the first grower in the
state to use a power spraying outfit. Both of these men have had
extensive experience with spraying that pays and whatever advice
they give can be safely followed in their respective localities, it
will be noted that Mr. Smith uses the arsenite of lime,* prepared after a slightly modified Kedzie formula, while Mr. Olwell uses a
mixture of Paris green and London purple. I have principally
used Paris green. So far as efficiency is concerned it probably
makes little or no difference which of these poisons is used. The
arsenite of lime is cheaper than the other two and is more easily
held in suspension. It is extensively used at Hood River and has
given general satisfaction. Paris green and London purple are too
well known to require any further notice than to say that the former
* ometiroes termed arsenite of soda.
t First recommended by Dr. 5.. C. ICedzie of the Michigan Agricultural Colle&e. The arsenic

aud sat soda are boiled together until a clear solution of arsenite of soda is brined. This is
exceedingly injurious to foliage. It therefore must always be applied in lime water or in
5ordeaux with an excess of lime since the lime precipitates the arsenic as insoluble arsenite of
lime2 thereby neutralizing its injurious action. In case the arsenic does nut all become
precipitated injury to foliage may occur.
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is more uniform in the amount of arsenjous acid it contains than is
the latter, and whenever the two have been carefully tested side by
side has invariably given better results.
It will also be observed that both Mr. Smith and Mr. Olwell apply the poison in a mixture of lime and water. In the Willamette
Valley and along the coast, it should be applied in Bordeaux mixture for all sprayings after the petals fall and previous to July 1.
First, because the Bordeaux is necessary to control the apple scab
and other fungous diseases; second, because it causes the poison to

adhere to the fruit better than does any other substance. After
July 1, it is best to use the lime and poison only, as the Bordeaux
is not necessary andstains the fruit. To successfully combat both
apple scab and the codling moth, it is advised to spray with plain
Bordeaux just as the leaf buds are unfolding, and again just as the
blossoms begin to open. Within a week after the petals fall the
trees should be sprayed with Bordeaux to which one of the above
poisons has been added, the same amount of poison being used as
when it is applied in water. So far as codling moth is concerned,
no other applications are necessary in the Willamette Valley until
well towards the end of June when the first eggs are deposited, but
if it is desired to fight the scab fungus, as well, the orchard should
be again sprayed with Bordeaux in ten days or two weeks after the ap-

The poison may also be added to the
Bordeaux for this application to kill any leaf-eating insects that
may be present. In spraying for apple scab, the idea should be to
plication last mentioned.

keep every part of the tree thoroughly protected by Bordeaux from

the time the leaves first appear until the spring rains are over.
The number and frequency of the applications will necessarily vary
with the amount of rainfall. Likewise, in spraying for the codling
moth, the idea should be to have every part of every apple coated

with poison from the time the first eggs hatch until the fruit is
nearly ready to gather. It is not necessary to add poison to the
Bordeaux before the petals fall, nor is it necessary to use Bordeaux
with the poison after July 1. Between these dates the two should
be used together, one pound of Paris green being added to each 200
gallons of Bordeaux. (Arsenite of lime or the Paris green-London
purple mixture can of course be used in place of the Paris green).
We have usually obtained better results from Bordeaux mixture

by using more lime in its preparation than is commonly recommended. To make 50 gallons of Bordeaux, dissolve 6 lbs. of copper
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sulphate in 25 gals. water. Slowly slake 6-8 lbs. of lime (airslaked lime must not be used) an.d dd enough water to make 25
gals. Then slowly pour the two dilute mixtures together.

If much

spraying is to be done time can be saved by preparing stock solutions of the copper sulphate and the lime, as follows: Weigh out
100 lbs. of copper su]phate, put it in a coarse sack and hang it near
the top in a 50 gal. cask. Fill the cask with water and allow to
stand until the bluestone is all dissolved. Then refill the cask to
the 50 gal. mark. Each gallon of the solution will thus contain
2 lbs. of the copper sulphate. In another 50 gal. cask slowly slake
100 lbs. of lime, after which add enough water to make 50 gals.
Ea.ch gallon will therefore contain 2 lbs. of lime. To prepare 50
gals. of Bordeaux mixture, dilute 3 gals. of the sulphate of copper
solution with 22 gals. of water. Likewise, dilute 3-4 gals. of the
milk of lime with enough water to make 25 gals. Then pour
the two dilute solutions together. Under no conditions should the
undiluted stock solutions be mixed.
Other Preventive Measures.

Spraying has come to be the chief means of protecting fruit from
injury by the codling moth. In this state it is now practically the
only means employed. If it be done intelligently and be persisted
in, and if a good quality of poison be used, the result should be at
least 85-95 per cent of fruit free from worms. Nevertheless, one

should not overlook the facts that clean smooth trees and clean
cultivation are efficient supplements to spraying; that if sheep or
hogs are allowed to run in the orchard, they will devour the fallen

fruit with many worms included; that closed screens at the windows
and doors of storerooms in which infested fruit has been kept, means

imprisonment for life to all moth that emerge therein in spring.

Some good authorities also recommend that the old "banding system"
be used as a supplement to spraying. This consists in folding a

piece of thick dark colored cloth to make bands 4-6 inches wide
and fastening these tightly about the trunk of each tree about two
feet above the ground. This simply furnishes the larva convenient
places in which to pupate. After the first brood larvre begin to
leave the fruit these bands should be examined every 6-8 days until about Sept. 15, and all the insects killed. Further examination
of the bands can then be deferred until sometime after the fruit has
all been gathered, when they should again be gone over and all the
hibernating larv killed. The expense of banding is hardly necessary if the spraying has been carefully and intelligently done.

APPENDIX.
SPRAYING.

HON. E. L. SMI1'H.

The spray pump might well be adopted as the emblem of the
fruit grower, and on it inscribed that old legend, "By this sign
we conquer."

If there is any considerable fruit-growing section, independent of
its use, it is unknown to me and thorough spraying has become one
of the most essential factors in successful orcharding.

The subject being one of prime importance, and as many dis-

couraging results have been reported, it may be well to compare cxperiencss and inform ourselves as to those conditions that will insure success.

My own experience has demonstrated that these conditions are
substantially as follows:

First, the material must be unadulterated and of regulation

strength. Lime forms a part of many spraying compounds and its
efficienty is greatly lessened if it becomes air-slaked before using. I
have frequently been asked as to the relative merits of Paris green
and the arsenite of soda, for codling moth. I believe they are equally effective if properly prepared and applied.
Second the spraying must be begun at the proper time and continued at regular intervals. For the apple moth, for the best results,

spray fruit as soon as petals have fallen, and then at regular intervalsof two weeks to middle of September.

I am aware that so eminent an authority as Prof. Slingerland,

holds, that subsequent sprayings after the two first are useless. His
idea is that the calyx of the apple being cup-shaped will ho]d sufficient poison to kill the young larv but that we cannot coat the
sides of the apple with a sufficient amount to be effective.
1 cannot concur in this conclusion. The calyx of many varieties
of apples never closes and I believe it is well to renew the poison
that may have been dissipated at the eye of the apple. Again the
moth lays many eggs on the upper surface of the leaves and may

we not coat these leaves and even the fruit itself with such an
amount of poison-bearing lime as to afford a very uncomfortable
diet for the newly born iarv. An opinion has obtained among
many growers that the lime itself if not an insecticide is at least a

deterrent and for that reason we use from 6 to 8 lbs. freshlyslaked
to 50 gallons of spray.
.

Late sprayings are important from the fact that the moth is

never so much in evidence as between the 15th day of August and
the 15th. day of September.
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Third, the spraying must be done thoroughly to secure best results.
From my point of observation, on the top of the spray-tank, I find
that there is a tendency to slight the center and the highest branches
of the trees by the men who guide the nozzles. Again story-telling
on the part of the sprayers does not work well in my orchard; their
entire attention must be centered on their work, and thoroughness
ceases when talking begins.
I repeat that th cardinal priDciples of successful spraying are
materials of full strength, carefully compounded and applied at the
right, time, in a thorough manner.
I do not hesitate to say that failures or partial failures are usually
on account of non-compliance with these indispensable conditions.

If the orchard is a large one a power-pump is of great utility.

There are several kinds of these pumps in use, the most effective in

my opinion being those run by small engines, usually gasoline.
These engines afford a constant, and any desired power, agitate
the liquid thoroughly, which is especially necessary when Paris
green is used as it is not soluble in water, and force the spray
between the leaves and into the clusters of apples far better than
can be done with the hand-pump. The engine, however, must be

covered to protect it from the flying spray, adds much to the weight
of the load and requires a man with some knowledge of mechanics
to keep it in order.
During the past season I used what is styled "The Orchard Monarch," manufactured by The Field Force Pump Company of Lockport, New York. This machine is operated by a crank shaft and
sprocket-gear attached 10 the hind wheels of the wagon. In driving

from tree to tree the prCssure is pumped up automatically and at
the same time the power pump forces the liquid from the tank holding 150 gallons into a chamber of 12 gallons capacity.

The objection I have found to this machine is that when the
team stops and the spray is turned on the pressure faUs rapidly,

and that it will not genìerate sufficient power in going from tree to
tree, planted 24 to 30 feet apart, and has to be assisted by a hand
pump conveniently pl*iced near the driver. In a five year old Orch-

ard I was able to do excellent work, using two double vermorel
nozzles, without stopping the team, covering 17 acres easily in a
day. On the whole I do not regret the purchase of the Orhard

Monarch as it saves a great amount of hand pumping. I conclude,
however, that we have not yet reached the acme in power-spraying,
and look forward confidently to the time *hei we will do our
pumping with the light but powerful storage battery, the latest and
most important of all Mr. Edison's inventions, as he declares.
Hood River apple growers, so far as I know with a single exception, use the arsenite of soda application for the moth and are
using a greater proportion of white arsenic than in tormer years
and without injury to foliage.
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The past season I followed this formula,
Water.

White arsenic
Sal soda

r gallon
i pound
a pounds

Boil fifteen minutes or until the liquid is clear. Add an amount
of water equal to that evaporated, making one full gallon of arsenite, and use 1- pints to 50 gallons of water to which has been added
6 lbs. of fresh slaked lime. This spray has been used for the past

four years with average results of 90 to 95 per cent of fruit free
from the moth.
In Southern Oregon equally favorable results are obtained, using

Paris green and London purple. In Missouri quite a number
favor a dry powder claiming that it is easier and more rapidly
applied. If you want to test it make a powder composed of 10
pounds lime, 1 pound Paris green, 1 pound Bordeaux, and apply
with a powder-gun when the dew is on the leaves.
I deduce some conclusions from the past season's spraying.

Two years ago in a young orchard four years old there was so
little fruit that I did not spray it result, 50 boxes of apples, fully
one-half damaged by codling moth. Sprayed same orchard six times
last season and gathered over 500 boxes of fruit. Examined critically 14 boxes of Grimes' Golden Pippins and found but five wormy

apples, the rest in about the same proportion as near as I could
judge. It is safe to say that 99 per cent were not wormy. In a

neighbor's young orchard not more than 20 rods distant, no spraying was done; result, over a hundred boxes, nearly three-fourths
ruined by the codling moth.
I conclude from these facts that an orchard can be kept free from
the apple moth, even when it is adjacent to other orchards where it
abounds. In an older orchard did not fare so well. Ben Davis
fully one-fourth wormy. The Ben Davis grows in clusters and so

closely that the liquid cannot be forced between apples and the
moth improved the opportunity.
I have 200 Salorne trees which bore too great a harvest in 1900;

last year so few that I did not think it would pay to spray them;
estimated that there would be fifteen bushels on these trees.

After

gathering my main crop thought 1 would pick these Salomes
but on examination found scarcely an apple that the moth had not
penetrated. Sprayed the adjacent rows and got 90 per cent clean
fruit.

I conclude from this experience that spraying pays. That it is
almost impossible to save apples growing in clusters like the Ben

Davis and that the codling moth is deficient in taste, so far as
this variety is concerned.

I frequently found that when an apple rested on a limb, there

was the moth between the limb and the apple. To secure best resuits the apple must be so exposed that the spray-liquid can reach
every portion of it.
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The demand is always for the best. If the fruit-grower wants a
demand for the product of his orchard, he must produce the best.
He must defend his orchard against all pests that prey on trees;
and this is accomplished by the intelligent use of the spray pump.
To do thorough and successful work, the hand spray pump must
be abandoned, relegated to the past, like the sickle, the cradle, the
flail, and other machinery of primitive days. The gasoline spray
machine has come to stay; itis one of the greatest factors in the
growing of fruit. It has practical]y revolutionized spraying, being
economical, rapid, and thorough.

One team hauls the engine, pump

and tank of water of one hundred and twenty gallons capacity.
One team and man, with water tank on his wagon, hauls water to
the spraying tankthe water is transferred to the spraying tank iii
a moment by a pump attached to and run by the engine. The
agitator on the spraying tank is geared by a bevel wheel, and run
by a small shaft and pinion, and the poison is at all times kept in
solution.

Great care is exercised in procuring good poison, always

getting that which is free from raw arsenic as much as possible.
As a rule, this is not an easy task, as many adulterated brands are
on the market. We procure samples and submit them to microscopic tests, and usually no difficulty is experienced in detecting
the spurious article. The quality of the poison being assured, our

next step is to go to work.
The proportions of poisons are as follows: Five ounces of Paris
green and four ounces of London purple. We fill many small paper

bags and have them in readiness for the season's work. We take

one of the nine ounce bags of combined poisons to one hundred and

twenty gallons of waterthe amount contained in the supply tank.
Before putting the poison in the tank, it is mixed in a small amount
of water, to form a paste, and in that way it is thoroughly blended.
It is then poured through a fine sieve and strained into the supply
tank, which has previously been filled with water. We then take
a half gallon of puttycoat of lime, made from best fresh lime, and
mix it with water until it is very thin. This is also strained into
the supply tank. The straining of the lime water is for the purpose of keeping all grit that is in the lime out of the tank, that
would clog the valves and cut the lining of the pump. The lime is
added to neutralize the effects of the poison on the foliage of the
trees. The poison is ready and spraying commences. The early
brood of moths appears about the time of the opening of the apple
blossom when the female deposits her eggs in .the calyx just as the
apple is forming; in a short time the egg hatches and the worm begins its damage. The first spraying to be effective must occur before the calyx of the apple closes and before the egg hatches; otherwise the poison cannot destroy the worm.
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The bloom being well off the trees, vigorous spraying with the
gasoline spray pump enables us to go over our orchard of one hundred
and sixty acres in ten days: Should a rain occur immediately after

spraying, we spray again at once. Should we have no rain for the
three weeks, we then spray once again; and every three weeks during the season we cover the trees with their coat of poison. Again
the gasoline spray pump is a power, in that rapid work is accomplished. In the spring when it is necessary to spray for the first
deposits, the period is very short between the falling ofthe bloom

and the closing of the calyx, and it is impossible to thoroughly

spray a large orchard with hand pumps.
Then we have the spring rains to combat. If our first spraying
has been effective, we do not notice much damage.until the broods
in August and September appear. The orchard may be sprayed in
the spring and early summer, and he free from the worm to the beginning of August, and if neglected for the rest of the year, a great
amount of the fruit is destroyed. As a rule our success in spraying
has been in going over ike trees for //ic last spraying the first or second
wee/c in

ptember.

Good returns follow well directed efforts.

FirstBe sure your poison is good.

Four good rules are1

SecondThoroughly agitate, as Paris green will settle to the

bottom of the tank like sand, and your work is lost.

ThirdApply the poison at the proper time.
FourthSee that your work is thorough and success is yours.

CONCLUSIONS.
The codling moth is our most serious apple pest.
It is likely to be a serious pest wherever the apple can be successfully grown. Apple-growing regions now free from it are not likely to long remain so.
The average percentage of fruit injured by. the codling tooth is not greater in Oregon than
in other apple-growing regions.

There are but two annual broodsnot three or four as has been stated. Owing to irregularity of development these broods overlap so that larv may be found in fruit from the time the
first wormy apples occur in spring until aftet the fruit is gathered.

In the Willatnette Valley, there appears to be no relation between the blossoming of the
apple trees and the time at which the moths appear.
The eggs are deposited principally on the surface of the fruil and not in the calyx. At Corvallis egg-laying does not begin until towards the end of June. It probably does not occur
when the evening temperature falls much below 60°, and is probably most active when such
temperature is above 75°-80°.

Probably a considerable number of larsce pupate under clods and rubbish on the ground.
Birds are the most effective natural aids in controlling the codling moth. ito benefit is to hr
expected from the introduction of foreign birds or from artificial use of fungous and bacterial
diseases.
spraying with one of the arsenites is the most practical method of protecting fruit from tire
codling moth. It is not only practical but necessary to spray for the second brood. Persistent, intelligent spraying should give 85-90 per cent of fruit free from worm. Our best orch.ardist do even better.
Clean, smooth trees, clean cultivatiOn, sheep or hogs in the orchard, screeos over the doors
and windows of storeroonis, and banding the trees. are efficient.supplenjents to spraying.

